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Don Brash

Chair

2025 Taskforce

PO Box 3724

Wellington

Dear Don

2025 Taskforce: Invitation to have your say

On behalf of the Industry Training Federation (ITF) thank you for the opportunity to

provide a submission to inform the report of the 2025 Taskforce. Please find a brief

submission enclosed.

I have also enclosed two publications, which provide some wider background and

context to the points raised in our submission. Further detail and other publications

can be found on our website (www.itf.org.nz).

I would be very happy to discuss or provide more detail on any of the issues that we

have raised for consideration. My contact details are below. You are welcome to

make this submission publicly available on the Taskforce's website.

I look forward to following the progress of the 2025 Taskforce.

J remy Baker

xecutive Director

Phone: 021377791

Email: jeremy@itf.org.nz
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The Industry Training Federation (ITF) submission to the 2025 Taskforce

Economic and productivity challenges

New Zealand faces a major skills and productivity challenge. Labour productivity

remains a key concern, as does our pay and wage gap with our major trading partners,

including Australia. Even in a period of economic downturn, New Zealand businesses

will continue to face challenges in obtaining and retaining the skills they require. In the

longer term, demographic shifts will only increase the difficulty of this challenge.

One of the very best levers government has to improve productivity in both the short

and medium-term is to look urgently at the quality of its investment in tertiary education

and training.

Historic and future skills challenges

New Zealand's workforce still reflects, to a significant extent, our history of a lower

skilled economy, and will continue to do so for some time unless action is taken to

address the skills of those already in work.

The majority of the workforce of the next 25 years is already in work. We must focus

more on their skill development, and make sure their skills are used effectively. Over

50% of the current workforce, as at Census 2006, had no post school qualifications.

Among this group, over 40% of people aged 25-29 had no post school qualifications.

Changes in technology, international markets, products and consumer demand will

continue to drive the need for higher and different skills, including literacy and

numeracy, technical skills, and managerial and leadership skills.

Current approaches to investment in skill development are input focused and do not

ensure a good connection between the development of skills and the needs of industry,

or a focus on putting the skills developed to use.

Individual businesses and industries have good knowledge about their current and

future skill needs. Industry Training Organisations (ITOs) have a mandated role to

produce strategic training plans for their industries. Government needs to tap into that

knowledge more effectively to make the best use of tertiary education funding.
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What can we do about it?

• More say for industry on vocational education and training spending to improve

the match between industry-related tertiary education supply and demand.

• Better linking of skill development with skill utilisation and productivity through a

more flexible industry skills system.

• Better use of ITOs' experience and connections with businesses to facilitate

business capability development and related services.

More say for industry on vocational education and training spending

In its election policy manifesto, the current Government signalled a desire to work to

give industry more say on skills development funding decisions. Most government

funding for skills development is through the tertiary education and training system.

Recent work developed by the ITF shows that Government expenditure on tertiary

education and training activity (excluding student support) can be broadly grouped into

the following three categories:

• Industry-related vocational education and training.

• Cross-sectoral vocational education and training.

• General or non-vocational education and training.

More than half of all tertiary education and training activity and spending (56%) is

linked to industry-related vocational education and training.

Given this close link, it is possible and makes good sense, to give applicable industries

more say in the shape of the supply of tertiary education and training for that

workforce.

This can be achieved by significantly increasing the involvement of industry

associations, ITOs and other bodies that have a mandate and expertise on skill and

workforce development.

Industry can have a stronger influence over the supply of skills through the training

investment decisions it makes at firm and employee level. Good quality, publicly

available information on skill under- and over-supply, industry growth trends, current

stock of skills in an industry and productivity returns from different types of training are

all needed to enable industry to make good training decisions.
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Government has a role to play in ensuring that good information is available, that the

national qualifications system reflects skills specified by industry and that, at the

margins, funding policy can respond to significant mismatches between what industry

need and the tertiary education and training system is supplying.

Without this we will continue to have inefficiencies in the system - whereby multiple

qualifications systems, a lack of good information about supply and demand to

influence tertiary education and training investment decisions leads to both

mismatches of skills sets and underlover supply of training that does not meet industry

need. Oversupply in an industry leads to suppressed wages and high turnover.

Undersupply leads to skill shortages.

Better linking of skill development with skill utilisation and productivity

The industry training system engages directly with businesses and those already in

work. This ensures that skill development is much more closely linked to labour

productivity than other forms of education and training investment. Research in New

Zealand and internationally has highlighted that much investment in skill is wasted

because there is insufficient focus on how skills are used once they have been

developed.

ITOs have direct working relationships not only with over 185,000 employees, but also

with the 37,000 enterprises in which they work. This enables ITOs to not only develop

standards and qualifications that are relevant to industry, employers and workers, but

increasingly to work directly with firms to ensure they get the most out of taxpayers'

and their own investment in skills.

The potential for ITOs to tackle New Zealand's skills and productivity challenges is

currently hindered by a set of rules and regulations that have not been reviewed to

meet current and future challenges. Over the last six years, the focus has been on

'fixing' the tertiary institutional sector, and little focus has been placed on proactively

driving the engine room of the economy - the New Zealand workplace.

Restrictions on how ITOs can use both taxpayer and industry funds no longer make

sense given current and future skills challenges facing New Zealand and the maturity

of the industry skills system.

ITOs are tasked by industry and government to be leaders, brokers and facilitators of

skill development and utilisation for industry, but the funding system for industry skill

development is still tied to very specific training activities. If ITOs are to respond to the

diverse needs of their industries, employers and employees, they need to be able to

demonstrate value in a wider variety of ways and be held accountable for those

outcomes as well.
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Better use of ITOs' experience and connections with businesses

The work of ITOs with individual employers and employees involves identifying

business needs and matching skill development services with those needs. The

networks developed by ITOs give them a strong level of knowledge and expertise

about the industries in which they work.

There are significant opportunities for ITOs to work with those businesses with which

they have on-the-ground relationships, to assist them to tackle New Zealand's greatest

challenge: productivity.

The relationship between ITOs, industry, employers and employees has strengthened,

grown and developed over the last 15 years. Increasingly ITO field staff are having

conversations with employers and firms that go beyond skill development to focus

more broadly on developing the capability of the whole firm or workplace.

There are significant opportunities to leverage the investment already being made by

taxpayers and industry in this area. ITOs already broker skill development services,

but they could equally effectively broker business capability development services.

This is a real, tangible, and cost-effective opportunity for connecting government's skill

and productivity investments and goals.

Attachments

Industry Training Federation publications:

• Matching supply and demand: Industry-led vocational education and training

(2009)

• Investing in skills and productivity: Briefing for the incoming New Zealand

Government 2008 (2008)
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